
Linnworks connects, manages, and automates commerce 
operations, powering businesses to sell wherever their customers 
are and capture every revenue opportunity.

Your customers expect effortless commerce — Now.

We put commerce control at the center of your 
Organisation, giving you the ability to:

The commerce landscape is changing rapidly

All products 
and services

Available for  
instant purchase

Through every  
sales channel

On any  
device

Delivered  
on their terms

One Platform.  
Total Commerce Control.

The total solution   

Find out how you can put total commerce at the centre of your business. Book a demo at linnworks.com/demo

Sell everywhere your customers are

Scale up quickly with  
multi-channel capability

Increase customer satisfaction even 
as your business expands 
data-driven decisions quickly

Integrate your commerce technologies 
into one central system

Connect multiple channels into a single 
selling and fulfilment process

Sync and update your  
operations across dozens  
of marketplaces automatically

Have full visibility over your  
business data and information

Get immediate insights into  
your business performance  
from your dashboard

Make data-driven decisions quickly  
to maximise your revenue

Grow your business  Automate your operations Be in control 

https://www.linnworks.com/demo


Complete Channel Freedom
True multichannel independence – any channel (no channel preference/limitations)

Total Commerce Control
Fully integrated enterprise operations & automation (end-to-end operations, client-controlled)

Commerce Optimised
Multichannel-ready with client & aggregated data available to optimize commerce via BI / analytics

Easily Adaptable
Ease & cost of changing channels & commerce processes (business-led not IT)

Enterprise Scalable
Ability to process high volumes of orders & inventory concurrently across channels (multilocation)

Commerce-Ready Ecosystem
Value-added ecosystem partnerships (marketplace services & fulfilment, benchmark SLAs)

Multichannel Integration
Grow your multichannel ecommerce 
business by selling everywhere your 
customers are.

Integrate with key international selling 
channels  

Connect marketplaces, ecommerce 
platforms, major carriers, 3PL 
fulfilment centers and FBA

Open API to integrate with your 
ecommerce ecosystem

Why Linnworks? 

Multichannel Listing
Bulk listings to global channels.

Bulk actions to create  
and update listings 

Automated workflows to avoid 
overselling or missed sales

Streamline and optimize listings  
by channel

Inventory Management
Automate and control your inventory. 

Centralized inventory management 
software to manage ecommerce data 
for every individual SKU 

Automatic updates on inventory levels 
across all selling channels 

Accurate inventory levels and  
improved stock traceability across  
the supply chain

Order Management
One central location to 
process orders. 

One location to manage  
and process your  
online sales 

Configure settings to match 
your business set up 

Automate repeat workflows 
based on your predefined 
criteria to increase efficiency 
as your order volumes grow 

Get a real time view on order 
volume and status

Shipping Management
Integrate with major carriers.

Manage the entire shipping and 
order fulfilment process from 
one centralized location 

Bulk actions to speed up 
picking, packing and printing 
labels 

Apply bespoke  
shipping rules to  
automate workflows

Shipping manifests are 
automatically generated, 
 cutting down on manual tasks 
for each order

Stock control
Synchronize all of  
your marketplaces.

Get a real-time view of 
stock availability

Manage purchase orders from 
within Linnworks

Prevent overselling and 
overspending with updated  
stock forecasting

Improve consistency, visibility 
and reduces errors while 
reducing costs associated  
with inventory storage and  
product wastage

Insights
Full visibility of your order 
and inventory data.

Real time insights with out of 
the box dashboards to track 
overallperformance  

Drill down to get key metrics 
on stock history over time, 
inventory management,  
and order management

Run customer queries on 
Linnworks data to get an  
up-to-date view of the  
metrics that matter most to 
your business

Find out how you can put total commerce at the centre of your business. Book a demo at linnworks.com/demo

https://www.linnworks.com/demo


Find out how you can put total commerce at the centre of your business. Book a demo at linnworks.com/demo

Expand the functionality of your ecommerce operations  
with Linnworks rich integrations ecosystem.

Explore Linnworks  
integrations.

Benefit from over 100 integrations.
100+ Direct Integrations

What’s more, you can connect these integrations quickly and at no additional cost to your business.

Most popular selling channels

Carriers and fulfillment

Integrate with major carriers, 3PL fulfillment centers and FBA.

Apps and integrations

For a full list of all current available integrations  
on the Linnworks platform, get in touch.

https://www.linnworks.com/demo
https://www.linnworks.com/contact


Find out how you can put total commerce at the centre of your business. Book a demo at linnworks.com/demo

Connecting thousands of businesses 
to millions of customers.

The power of Linnworks

4000+ $20bn+
Customers Total GMV processed

“We achieved our multimillion-dollar revenue target 
in the first year. We simply couldn’t have achieved this 
with our old system. Linnworks has been absolutely 
critical to our international growth.”

Richard Moore  
Co-Founder 
Source BMX

“Linnworks is an essential partner as we scale our  
eCommerce operations to 15% of our overall business.”

Jon Kawcett
Director of Global eCommerce
Turtle Wax Europe Limited

https://www.linnworks.com/demo

